Time and Place

The final exam will start at 9am on Wednesday, May 6.

Here are the rooms for the exam and how you will be split up. Please make sure you know what section you are in, and depending on that, what room you have to go to. All rooms are in Krieger.

**Section 2, 3, 5, 8** (if Alex, Caleb or Junyan is your TA) – **Krieger 205** (our classroom).

**Section 1** (if Diego is your TA) – **Krieger 300**.

**Section 4** (if Kenny is your TA) – **Krieger 302**.

**Section 6, 7** (if Chenyun is your TA) – **Krieger 304**.

Students needing special accommodations are taking the exam in **Krieger 308** at 8am (so earlier) unless they have scheduled to take the exam at the SDS office in Garland.

---

Start sitting so that there is one empty seat between any two students. If you run out of seats that are one apart, start filling row 1, then row 2, etc. So the only rows where students sit together are the ones up front.